Delivering a seamless world

Interview by Eric Collins

Henry Ko is Vice President of Corporate Development APAC and Chairman of Greater China at Flexport. Henry is a CB alumna with a BBA Quantitative Analysis for Business and an EMBA. Henry has constantly looked for new challenges and here he shares how he developed his career at a startup.

How did you first arrive at CityU?
I enrolled at CityU for a BBA Qualitative Analysis Business (QAB) under the Department of Management Sciences. CityU education equipped me with what the commercial world is actually looking for. It was also very much a mathematical analysis and business treatment sort of education, so I cannot say it was a completely eye-opening experience but definitely a good opportunity to step up and try my business logical sense. I remember very clearly on the last day of the school, the QAB Course Director, Dr Gang Hao, shared with us on how to adapt academic models into real-life experience. Dr Hao said the last word that she could offer to us is “lifelong learning.” The life journey has lots of changes and nobody can really guarantee that whatever you learn can truly make your success. The whole mentality is that you have to keep learning continuously to apply yourself, to equip yourself with new knowledge.

Where did you start work?
After graduating I was stationed in Guangzhou for four years and started to learn how to run a manufacturing plant but also to ship cargo to the rest of the world. After four years in mainland China I started to figure out that I need to return to Hong Kong. At that time, I remembered the words of Dr Gang Hao, so I did my research and looked at what would really add value for continuous learning, and I picked the MBA at CityU. When I went through the application process, and interview, the professors looked at my profile and said “Oh Henry, with your strategic experience you should challenge yourself and go for the EMBA.” I thought the exposure and the seniority in terms of learning partner might be beneficial and enjoyed studying on the EMBA.

How do you set challenges for yourself?
After that I joined Li and Fung, and then SF Express, big multinational companies. One day I went hiking with one of my EMBA classmates. We had both been pretty quick and successful in our careers. Hong Kong was changing. China was changing with lots of manufacturing moving away. We asked ourselves how can we set a challenge to get to the next step? We realised that Hong Kong’s unique position is the rule of law, and the fact of its being a financial centre. The EMBA already covered the financial side. Immediately after the hike we had a couple of drinks. Later we went to CityU courses fair, and soon after enrolled for the Juns Doctor in Law. That was the beginning of a further 6-year part-time study at CityU. It was a very different journey to business study, which is often about business models, proof of concept, etc. With law you really have to soak up the details. It’s about accuracy. You have to memorize and challenge yourself in logical thinking because you can act as plaintiff or defendant. You have to look at both sides before reaching a conclusion, so it’s very good for training your logical mind.

How did you get to your current role?
A friend introduced me to the founder, Ryan Petersen, and we got into dialogue and tried to figure out what the future supply chain ecosystem would look like, globally and also in China. We believed it would cover three specific elements: number one was whether the business model was online & offline integrated. Second, whether the business model really enabled big data, and third whether it had an internet+ solution. Working with previous companies such as Li and Fung, we had already figured this out but executing with established multinational companies meant going through massive transformations in order to embrace this kind of business model. Flexport was a completely new startup. They had a strong vision to make the supply chain easy for everyone and had successfully concluded initial Series A funding. We met in China and figured out what the specific business model for China was, and how that could be injected into their business model. From my side, I had to decide should I go with a startup like Flexport at this stage, or stick in my comfort zone?

Why did you decide to work for a startup?
At that time startup models were popular in the west, but not so much in Asia, least of all in Hong Kong. Nobody had a clear view as to how startups could impact different industries. I shared my dilemma with one of my mentors, an ex-boss at DHL. He said “Why not go for it? You can take a risk for 5 years, just invest for a limited period.” So, I immediately decided to go for Flexport. I was the first employee, and the first in Asia. Nowadays we have over 700 employees, with multiple offices, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Singapore and Taiwan.

What is Flexport’s competitive advantage?
Flexport is the first technology-driven freight forwarder. The key point is that to this day multinational companies are still using traditional ways of running supply chain operations. The supply chain is full of paper, printing, communication, through mobile phone, email, Excel spreadsheets, calculators and so on. Sometimes you can still find fax machines as one of the key tools for running international logistics! As a technology company Flexport has a platform offering true visibility of every single cargo shipment. Every single process is tracked with real-time visibility, through export clearance, ocean transportation, import clearance, and then to distribution. Every single milestone is tracked with real-time visibility. You can see inventory, ocean/air, real time, carbon emissions and container utilisation within a single platform. We are also running operations physically offline, in terms of transport charter, warehousing, etc., again all fully integrated. It’s a seamless experience in what used to be a very fragmented industry. To this day, there is no single player in the market who is running an